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Pirates. April 11th - yes the clock continues to countdown to 
state assessments and the end of the school year. Nothing we 
do at this point can stop time; however, what we choose to do 
can change the path for students. We have an extraordinary 
opportunity to really move student growth to a new level this 
year - if we believe that we can. 

As educators, we continue to stress student growth as we feel 
it is the best measurement of learning. If a student started at 
point A and moved to point B, obviously learning occurred. 
Though the example is simplistic, it does provide a starting 
point and point of destination. We far to often focus on points 
and not the progress, the process, the growth. I truly believe 
that when we focus on growth, we eventually will reach our 
destination.  

This leads me to the need for educators to have a growth 
mindset. We must truly believe that growth is possible for all 
students. As administrators, we must believe that each 
teacher has the ability to grow with help, guidance, support 
and resources. The chart below helps to separate the 
differences between a fixed mindset and a growth mindset.  

 



Educators with a growth mindset mindset: embrace 
challenges, persist in the face of challenges, view effort as the 
path to mastery, learn from feedback and find lessons and 
inspiration in the success of others. Over the next few weeks, 
we must all have a growth mindset. We must embrace and 
accept the challenge to push the limits and take risks for 
students. Accept that hard work will be necessary in order to 
meet our goals and truly increase growth for our students. We 
must understand that strategic planning with guiding feedback 
from students will lead to increase student engagement in the 
learning process. More importantly, asking students what they 
need to succeed leads to relevant instruction. Finally, we must 
find inspiration in our students' ability to reach to new levels 
(reach goals).  

We must think differently. The last few weeks we need to 
focus on student growth, how we are going to ensure that 
students have grown academically from the first day of school 
or class. School administrators must empower teachers to 
take risks, which in turn, teachers must empower students to 
take risks, be leaders of their own learning. This requires that 
we first engage them in planning, helping students to identify 
their own areas of strengths and potential areas of growth. If 
we engage them in planning, we increase their engagement in 
the learning process, thus increasing the possibility for growth. 
Teachers who are using student created data binders and 
PDSAs are already ahead of the game and based on the 
district’s benchmarks – student growth is evident in the 
classrooms with teachers who have a growth mindset.   

Yes, we must all think differently – like pirates, good pirates. 
Pirates challenge the status quo and take risks to accomplish 
their goals. Steve Jobs often referred to himself as a pirate – 
as he pushed the boundaries and limits in the tech sector. His 
growth mindset was truly off the chart. He, along with others, 
referred to his ability to think outside the box and achieve 
goals as “reality distortion.” His ability to accomplish the 
impossible and push others to reach higher truly distorted 
reality. As educators we must do the same, yes, have a 
growth mindset. 

Like last week’s message, obstacles and setbacks are 
opportunities for growth. Students will reach the expectations 
that we establish – as long as we engage them in the learning, 
make learning relevant and offer strategies for success.  Have 
we asked students what they need to be successful? Or have 
we already prescribed remedies? Though data is important in 



planning a path to success, student voice is truly the game 
changer. Teachers who engage and empower students are 
truly pirates of learning. 

As administrators we must empower teachers to truly be 
leaders and to take risks for students. As teachers, we must 
empower students to be leaders and to take risks, be creative 
and innovative. According to Angela Maiers, “the bravest thing 
you can do is to get out of kids' way and allow them to lead.” 
We must all challenge the status quo in the learning process. 
We must all have a growth mindset and believe that we can 
accomplish our goals if we commit and challenge ourselves. In 
many cases, we need to step aside and empower students to 
be creative and innovative.  

Lastly, I would encourage each of you to read the book, Teach 
like a Pirate by Dave Burgess. Throughout the book, Burgess 
encourages teachers to take risks, engage and empower 
students to take risks. More importantly, he encourages all 
educators to have a growth mindset, embracing challenges as 
opportunities to grow and improve professional practice. In 
summary, Dave Burgess says it best, “Much of our success as 
educators has to do with our attitude towards teaching and 
towards students. The rest is based on our willingness to 
relentlessly search for what engages students in the 
classroom, and then having the guts to do it.”  

Over the last few weeks of the semester, take risks, be 
creative and inspiring in the classroom. Focus on preparing 
students for success and growth. Think outside the box by 
engaging students in the learning process by asking them 
specifically what they need in order to be successful. In other 
words, Teach like a Pirate. Challenge the status quo and 
prepare students to #AchievetheGoal. Have a growth 
mindset and mentality, that when students win, we win! 

 

  



 

TEACHING AND LEARNING 

  
I am so proud of our teachers in FC!  Everywhere I go, 
regardless of elementary, middle, or high schools, I see 
wonderful instruction taking place and teachers and staff who 
genuinely care about their students and their success!  This 
comes from hard work and persistence, having a growth 
mindset, and having an attitude that anything is possible if we 
BELIEVE in our students and each other.  There have been 
many examples of this throughout the year and we have 
showcased some of them in the Leadership Connection.  This 
weekend, I witnessed, and was able to participate in yet 
another one of our district’s steps toward DISTINCTION.  It 
started out as part two of the professional learning session, 
“Are Your Students Really ENGAGED in Learning 
Mathematics?”.  By itself this session promised to be a 
powerful learning experience for those participating; but it was 
so much more.  The connections that were made between the 
math practices and actual practice through implementation of 
Engage NY, Formative Assessment Lessons, and other 
resources and the sharing of resources between teachers 
were tremendous; but it was so much more.  It was the rich 
conversations between the professionals that truly 
demonstrate where our district is headed.  
  

 
  
Remember back to last spring when grade level teams met to 
develop/map out the Engage NY curriculum for our 
district.  Engage NY was chosen as our starting point because 
of its rigor and it has proven to be a great starting point.  We 
asked teachers then, to make this an FC curriculum – to 



develop this into Engage FC.  The only real constraints were 
to build the best and that it be common across all 
schools.  The professional learning session, mentioned earlier, 
brought that work full-circle by engaging teachers in 
conversations about how Engage NY can become Engage 
FC.  By looking for which math practices are present in our 
Engage NY lessons, and which ones are not, we can 
intentionally target lessons (or portions of lessons) and make 
them more engaging and perhaps more rigorous and 
meaningful to our students simply by using resources that 
each of our teachers are finding and experimenting with (or 
“supplementing” with).  That’s why our grade level meetings 
are so important – those things have to be shared and 
documented in our long range plans so they are common to 
everyone.  Changes to pacing and the original stated 
curriculum need to be group decisions, reflected in the long 
range plan. 
  

 
  
To those that were not in attendance at the session, this 
probably sounds like we’re adding days/lessons to the already 
overloaded pacing guide.  Absolutely not!  We’re asking that 
collaboratively, teachers improve upon what is there.  The 
creativity, instructional expertise, and resourcefulness of 
teachers in FC are limitless and second to none.  The district’s 
role in all of this is to assist by providing opportunities, 
resources, and support and by removing barriers.  Therefore, 
the district team intends to do just that as we move 
forward.  More details will be coming over the next few weeks. 
  
A word or two about the common curriculum and what that 
means…  Teaching a common curriculum means that the level 
of instruction and strategies used are essentially the same 
across the district.  We all know there will be slight differences 
due to the needs of our students and their pace of 
learning.  However, it is NOT an expectation that the “script” 
be followed word for word or that everyone be on the same 



lesson on the same day.  Instead, we need our students to 
have the same learning experiences from school to school so 
that as they progress they are prepared for the next 
level.  Along those lines, the following question recently came 
up:  “Should we require students to use the strategy stated on 
an assessment (Engage NY) or allow them to choose their 
own strategy?”  While there is definite value in students 
demonstrating that they can use that prescribed strategy, 
current best practice would be for students to be taught 
multiple strategies or ways to solve a particular type of 
problem and then, in an assessment setting, be able to 
choose from their repertoire of strategies the one that best 
suits them in that situation (differentiation of process).  The 
value being in the ability to solve a problem given what they 
know and the strategies they have in their “toolbox”.    
  
Remember…student success is our success! 
  

 

PERSONNEL 
  
At the most recent District Personnel Committee on April 6, 
2016 it was discussed how the district had recently purchased 
an on-line employment tracking system.  This new system 
called TalentEd, hopes to increase the number of applicants 
which apply for any vacant positons within the school 
district.  In recent years only a small number of applicants 
apply for certified positions, especially at the high school 
level.  This problem alone makes the hiring process very 
difficult for schools to always hire the best applicant for a 
position.  The TalentEd. system would allow the district to be 
more efficient in all aspects of the hiring process by making 
the process of applying less time consuming for the applicant 
as well as generating a higher number of applicants for all 
positions.  The TalentEd. system is used by approximately 
50% of the school districts in the state of Kentucky.  With this 
system an applicant may apply at another district and would 
have the ability to transfer their employment records to 
Fleming County without completing additional paperwork.  The 
goal of moving to this type of system is to provide an easy 
avenue for applicants to apply for positions as well as increase 
the number of qualified applicants in both certified and 
classified vacant positions.  Over the next couple of weeks the 
TalentEd System will be completely operational with all 
functions available for the public to apply for any vacant 
positions in Fleming County Schools for the upcoming 2016-
2017 school year. 



  

UPCOMING EVENTS 

April 11th – April 30th MAP Window 

Monday, April 11th District Team Meeting @ 9:00 am (District Office) 

Monday, April 11th Quality Assurance Team @ 4:00 pm (District Office) 

Tuesday, April 12th    Formative Review Day 1 (All Day Event) @ FCHS 

Wednesday, April 
13th   

Formative Review Day 2 (All Day Event) @ FCHS 

Wednesday, April 
13th  

Monthly Board Work session @ 6:00 pm (FCHS) 

Wednesday, April 
13th 

Monthly Regular Board Meeting @ 7:00 pm (FCHS) 

Thursday, April 14th  Superintendent Advisory Council @ 4:00 pm (District Office) 

Friday, April 15th FCS Principals’ Meeting @ 8:30 am (District Office) 

Friday, April 15th Summative Evaluations End 

 


